Custom Design your Upholstered Furniture

1) Select the Seat Depth:
20” - 22” - 24”

2) Select the Style:
Sofas, Sleepers, Loveseats, Sectional Pieces, Chaises, Chairs & Ottomans

3) Select the Welt:

- Welt
- No Welt
  (For Back and Seat Cushions only)

4) Select the Back Height:

- Standard
  Overall Height 38”
- Plus 2”
  Overall Height 40”
  *Upcharge
- Plus 4”
  (Flex Only) (Loose Back Only)
  Overall Height 42”
  *Upcharge

5) Select the Back:

- Knife Edge
  Attached or Loose
- Round Box
  Attached or Loose
- Square Box
  Attached or Loose
- No Ear
  Attached or Loose
- Tight
- Tufted
  *Upcharge
- Lawson

6) Select the Arm:
*Dimensions are approximate*

- Key Arm
  Box Cushion
  Arm Width: 8”
- Slope Panel
  Box Cushion
  Arm Width: 8”
- Straight Panel
  Box Cushion
  Arm Width: 8”
- Straight Panel
  T Cushion
  Arm Width: 8”
- Sock
  Box Cushion
  Arm Width: 8”
- Sock
  T Cushion
  Arm Width: 8”
- English
  Box Cushion
  Arm Width: 7”
- English
  T Cushion
  Arm Width: 7”
- Wide Track
  Box Cushion
  Arm Width: 6.25”
- Wide Track
  T Cushion
  Arm Width: 6.25”
- Narrow Track
  Box Cushion
  Arm Width: 3.25”

7) Select the Base:

- Narrow
  Modern
  Available in wooden or acrylic
- Modern
- Cube
- Wedge
  Available in wooden or acrylic
- Spindle Bun
- Round Bun
- Upholstered
- Kick Pleat
- Skirt
  *Wrinkled/relaxed look is common

*** Dimensions will vary based on options selected. Contact Customer Service. ***